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Why Choose Learn by Design?
We are a market leading Education Outreach 
company, who make it our mission to inspire 
young people everyday. We have a team of 
skilled and dedicated Education Communicators, 
from a variety of backgrounds and specialisms, 
ready to bring learning to life in your school.



Destination Rail:  
Race to Construct
Helps link learning to careers 
and the real world.

Destination Rail is a career related learning  
workshop that is specifically designed to enthuse  
young people into future careers in the rail industry. 

Throughout this hands-on workshop learners will take 
part in activities lead by our education communicators. 

The workshop includes:
1. Briefing Zone – learners find out about railways and 

new projects such as HS2. 
2. Planning Zone – learners find out about the 

challenge and how to score points, they are then 
given a few minutes to discuss as a team how they 
do the challenge. 

3. Construction Zone – learners build a railway 
heading north from London whilst completing 
completing mini challenges at the same time to 
score as many points as possible. 

4. Recycling Zone – as the teams scores are being 
confirmed, teams work together to tidy away their 
K’nex® tracks. 

Aim: 
By the end of this activity students will:
• Work as part of a team to build a railway track 

across the country and overcome different 
obstacles that engineers face. 

• Understand the need to compromise and prioritise . 
• Become more aware of the different career 

opportunities in the rail industry.
• Use creativity, teamwork and problem-solving skills 

to help their team score as many points as possible. 

Curriculum Links: 

KS1 Version
• English: Reading and comprehension. 
• Mathematics: 

 - solve one-step problems that involve addition 
and subtraction, using concrete objects and 
pictorial representations. 

 - measure and begin to record mass/weight. 
 - counting. 

• Science: gathering and recording data to help in 
answering questions.

• Art: to use drawing, painting and sculpture to 
develop and share their ideas.

• Design and Technology: 
 - generate, develop, model and communicate 

their ideas through talking, drawing, templates, 
mock-ups and, where appropriate, information 
and communication technology.

 - build structures, exploring how they can be 
made stronger, stiffer and more stable.

• Geography: use basic geographical vocabulary 
and identify places on a map.

KS2 Version 
• English: Reading and comprehension. 
• Mathematics: 

 - solve number and practical problems.
 - measure, compare, add and subtract lengths 

(m/cm/mm); mass (kg/g); volume/capacity (l/ml).
• Art: to use drawing, painting and sculpture to 

develop and share their ideas.
• Design and Technology: 

 - generate, develop, model, and communicate 
their ideas through talking, drawing, templates, 
mock-ups and, where appropriate, information 
and communication technology.

 - build structures, understanding how they can be 
made stronger, stiffer and more stable.

• Geography: develop contextual knowledge of 
the location of globally significant places – both 
terrestrial and marine – including their defining 
physical and human characteristics and how these 
provide a geographical context for understanding 
the actions of processes.

KS 
1 or 2

Half day 
2.5-3 hrs

Approx.

learners
30

TO CONSTRUCT

destination



WORKSHOP DELIVERY 
DETAILS

Logistics and planning:
The session is designed for around 30 learners, but 
larger groups may be accommodated upon request. 
We ask that a teacher is always present throughout 
the activities, to support learner engagement and 
manage behaviour.

Set up requirements:
School hall or similar is required. Projector, screen, 
and power are required. 

For further learning this activity goes well with:
• Power Your World

Click here Click here

Watch the videos below to meet some of our 
Education Communicators and see some  
of our other STEM workshops >>>

Destination Rail: Race to Construct
Helps link learning to careers  
and the real world.

TO CONSTRUCT

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/power-your-world
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2uDMwCgJH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7qp2YDvHww


Power Your World Workshop

YOUR 
WORLDPOWER

Get your learners considering how they 
can positively address the climate crisis 
through this interactive session focused 
on energy and power. KS2 120 - 180 

minutes
Approx.

learners
30

Extend the workshop with a ‘Guess my job’ ambassador session

Throughout the 2-3 hour workshop learners will take part 
in activities led by our education communicators.  

This workshop can be extend by including:
• Sustainability careers mini quiz.
• Fantasy island challenge where they plan where to 

place the renewable energy resources. 
• ‘Guess my job’ ambassador session.

By the end of this activity students will:
• Learn the definitions of power, energy, watts, joules, 

kilowatt hours, renewable energy and innovation.
• Explore how electricity is generated and distributed 

around the UK.
• Understand that different renewable energy resources. 
• Develop their creativity, problem solving, speaking, 

listening and teamwork skills.
• Understand how their skills and learning in school 

relates to real world careers and challenges.

The session includes:
• An introduction around electricity and where they 

would find it. 
• A demonstration of how the energy and time relate. 
• A higher or lower challenge based on energy 

consumption.
• An activity to highlight how energy moves around 

the country though the national grid. 
• Explanation of the difference between renewable 

and non-renewable energy. 
• Find out about wind turbines and build and test a 

wind turbine. 
• Understand what innovation means.
• Work in teams to design a future school. 
• Present their ideas back to the class.

Benefit and curriculum enrichment:
Helps link learning to careers and the real world.

English:
• Articulate and justify answers, arguments and 

opinions.
• Use spoken language to develop understanding 

through speculating, hypothesising, imagining  
and exploring ideas.

• Participate in discussions, presentations, 
performances, role play, improvisations and 
debates.

• Provide reasoned justifications for their views.



Power Your World Workshop
Year 5-6 KS2

Logistics and planning:
The session is designed for around 30 learners. 
Larger groups may be accommodated upon 
request. 

We ask that a teacher is always present 
throughout the activities, to support learner 
engagement and manage behaviour.

The room can be a standard classroom, but a 
projector, screen and power are required.

We can involve ambassadors into the day if 
requested.

For further learning this activity works well:
• Any of our KS2 STEM workshops (for 

examples optics or robot programming). 
• Destination Rail: Race to Construct 

Mathematics
• Describe positions on the full coordinate grid (all four 

quadrants) – fantasy island activity. 

Science 
• Identify the effects of air resistance – wind turbine 

activity. 

Design and technology
• Generate, develop and communicate their ideas 

through discussion and annotated sketches. 
• Understand and use electrical systems in their 

products.

Geography 
• Describe and understand key aspects of: human 

geography, including: types of settlement and land 
use, economic activity including trade links, and the 
distribution of natural resources including energy, food, 
minerals and water – fantasy island activity. 

Click here to watch a video 
with one of our Education 

Communicators talking 
about the Wind Turbine 

part of the session

YOUR 
WORLDPOWER

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/courses/optics
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/courses/robotic-programming
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/destination-rail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7qp2YDvHww


Throughout the 2-3 hour workshop learners will  
take part in a series of activities led by our  
education communicators. 

This workshop can be extended by including:
• ‘Mythbuster’ ambassador session

Aim: 
By the end of this activity students will
• Understand what is meant by sustainability 
• Explore the future transport energy mix and 

understand the difference between renewable  
and non-renewable energy resources.

• Explore the future of green transport.
• Take part in the electric car challenge.
• Understand how their skills and learning in school 

relate to real world sustainability careers and 
challenges. 

• Develop their creativity, problem solving, speaking, 
listening and teamwork skills.

The session includes:
• An introduction around sustainability and a 

sustainability stool demonstration. 
• Sustainability goals challenge. 
• A series of team discussion challenges to match 

the energy sources to the energy resource and 
discuss the different future fuel sources. 

• Build and test an electric car to ‘travel across the 
UK’. Learners must use problem solving to test 
and improve the car and take measurements 
throughout to monitor their tests. 

• Learners uncover a series of sustainability careers 
and the routes into these.  

Gatsby benchmarks:
• Linking curriculum learning to careers (4)

Green Drive Workshop
Get your learners considering how they can 
positively address the climate crisis through this 
interactive session focused on green transport. 

DRIVEGREEN

Students build and test an electric car to ‘travel across the UK’

KS3 120 - 180 
minutes

Approx.

learners
60



Green Drive Workshop
Year 7-9 KS3

Logistics and planning:
The session is designed for around 30 learners, 
but larger groups (60) may be accommodated 
upon request. 

We ask that a teacher is always present 
throughout the activities, to support learner 
engagement and manage behaviour.

The room should be a large classroom or hall with 
space for a 14m track to be laid out. The room 
also needs a projector, screen and power. 

We can involve ambassadors into the day if 
requested.

For further learning this activity goes well with:
• KS3 STEM day 
• Engineering our future day 
• Destination Rail: Stations to Success Day

Click here

Watch the video below to see how we’ve been 
bringing learning to life to students:

Curriculum Links:
Mathematics
• Begin to model situations mathematically and 

express the results using a range of formal 
mathematical representations.

• Use standard units of mass, length, time, money and 
other measures, including with decimal quantities

• Round numbers and measures to an appropriate 
degree of accuracy.

• Describe, interpret and compare observed 
distributions of a single variable through: appropriate 
graphical representation involving discrete, 
continuous and grouped data; and appropriate 
measures of central tendency (mean, mode, 
median) and spread (range, consideration of 
outliers).

• Describe simple mathematical relationships between 
two variables (bivariate data) in observational and 
experimental contexts and illustrate using scatter 
graphs.

Science 
• Pay attention to objectivity and concern for accuracy, 

precision, repeatability and reproducibility.
• Make predictions using scientific knowledge and 

understanding.
• Make and record observations and measurements 

using a range of methods for different investigations; 
and evaluate the reliability of methods and suggest 
possible improvements.

• Energy: Fuels and energy resources.
• Energy changes and transfers: changing motion, 

dropping an object, completing an electrical circuit, 
stretching a spring, metabolism of food, burning 
fuels.

• Forces being needed to cause objects to stop or 
start moving, or to change their speed or direction of 
motion (qualitative only).

• Current electricity: potential difference, measured in 
volts, battery and bulb ratings.

Design and technology
• Test, evaluate and refine their ideas and products 

against a specification, taking into account the views 
of intended users and other interested groups.

• Understand developments in design and technology, 
its impact on individuals, society and the 
environment, and the responsibilities of designers, 
engineers and technologists.

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/stem-day-rotation
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/engineering-our-future
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/destination-rail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UowOI3p7DI


Throughout the day learners will rotate around  
5 different STEM workshops, led by our team of  
education communicators. We have selected  
5 workshops that are designed to work with this age 
group but these activities can be substituted for any in  
our wider range of STEM workshops upon request.

By the end of these activities’ students will
• Understand how their skills and learning in school 

relate to real world careers and challenges. 
• Develop teamwork, problem solving, speaking, 

listening creativity, and aiming high skills. 
• Recognise that STEM careers are for everyone. 

Content:
Robot programming 
• Short introduction to robots and how they are used in 

different industries including medicine, manufacturing 
and scientific research.

• Using tablets learners programme LEGO® BOOST 
robots (built as a Vernie) around a maze in teams  
of 4-6.

• Students build up their programme in sections and 
then at the end all teams showcase how successfully 
their robots navigates the maze. 

• Focus is made on how robots are only as successful 
as their programmer and the importance of being 
very accurate with their code. 

Tower Tournament 
• Short introduction to structural engineering and 

engineering careers. 
• Work in team (4-6) to design and build the tallest 

tower out of recycled materials. 
• Buy their materials from a set budget and adapt to 

changing supply.
• Test their designs with a large fan (hurricane 

generator). 
• The session concludes with a reflective class 

discussion on tower performance and consideration 
of the science behind this. 

Practical physics 
• Introduction to the physics in sport 

and a safety briefing on each piece 
of equipment. 

• Learners then rotate though 
the activities and complete a 
worksheet to support them in 
analysing their own performance 
and the scientific principles 
underpinning this. 
 » Sprint though timing gates. 
 » Ball kick in radar inflatable 

goal.
 » Reaction time in batak board.
 » Look at the power they can 

generate by using  
a rowing machine.

• Session finishes with a review of 
what they have learnt. 

Code breaking
• Introduction to codes and their history though to 

modern computing.
• Discussion around why we use codes and 

examples (Ann Lister, Alan turning)
• Series of codebreaking challenges in pairs that lead 

on from each other (Pixel coding, cyphers, morse 
code, tangrams etc). 

• Discussion around careers linked to maths and 
coding.

Molecules to medicine 
• Introduction to atoms, molecules and compounds. 
• Understand what different medicines are used for.
• In pairs build a series of molecules of medical  

drugs (using molymod® kits).
• Discussion around careers linked to 

biochemistry. 
• Working as a whole class, 

build a large molecule drug 
while learning about the drug 
discovery process.

Gatsby benchmarks
• Linking curriculum learning to careers (4).

STEM Day
Support your learners’ Careers Related 
Learning with this carousel of curriculum 
linked STEM activities

Or click here

Watch a video 
showing some 
of this in action

KS3 Full Day
5 workshops

Approx.

learners
150-180

PROGRAMMING

Featuring

ROBOT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVEBm45sWQc


For further learning this activity goes well with:
• Engineering Our Future day 
• Destination Rail – Stations to success day 
• Green Drive workshop 

Period 
1

Period 
2

Period 
3

Period 
4

Period 
5

Robot 
Programming

Group 
1

Group 
2

Group 
3

Group 
4

Group 
5

Tower 
Tournament

Group 
5

Group 
1

Group 
2

Group 
3

Group 
4

Practical 
Physics

Group 
4

Group 
5

Group 
1

Group 
2

Group 
3

Code breaking Group 
3

Group 
4

Group 
5

Group 
1

Group 
2

Molecules to 
Medicine

Group 
2

Group 
3

Group 
4

Group 
5

Group 
1

Curriculum links
Robot Programming 
• Computing: 

 » Can evaluate and apply information technology, 
including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically 
to solve problems.

 » Understand how instructions are stored and 
executed within a computer system.

• Design and Technology: 
 » Understand developments in design and  

technology, its impact on individuals, society and  
the environment, and the responsibilities of 
designers, engineers and technologists.

Tower Tournament 
• Design and Technology: 

 » Develop specifications to inform the design of 
innovative, functional, appealing products that 
respond to needs in a variety of situations.

 » Test, evaluate and refine their ideas and products 
against a specification, taking into account the views 
of intended users and other interested groups.

 » Understand developments in design and technology, 
its impact on individuals, society and the 
environment, and the responsibilities of designers, 
engineers and technologists.

Practical Physics 
• Science: 

 » Apply mathematical concepts and calculate results.
 » Describing motion: speed and the quantitative 

relationship between average speed, distance and 
time (speed = distance ÷ time).

• Science - Forces: using force arrows in diagrams, 
adding forces in one dimension, balanced and 
unbalanced forces.

• Science - Energy: comparing amounts of energy 
transferred (J, kJ, kW hour).

• Mathematics: use and derive simple equations and 
carry out appropriate calculations.

Code breaking
• Mathematics: 

 » Begin to reason deductively in geometry, 
number and algebra, including using geometrical 
constructions.

 » Select appropriate concepts, methods and 
techniques to apply to unfamiliar and non-routine 
problems.

• Computing: understand how instructions are stored 
and executed within a computer system; understand 
how data of various types (including text, sounds and 
pictures) can be represented and manipulated digitally, 
in the form of binary digits.

STEM Day
Keystage 3

PRACTICAL

Featuring

PHYSICS

Molecules to Medicine
• Science - Atoms, elements, and compounds:

 » A simple (Dalton) atomic model.
 » Differences between atoms, elements 

and compounds.
 » Chemical symbols and formulae for 

elements and compounds.

Logistics and planning:
All sessions are designed for around 30 learners. 
Some activities can be run with larger groups if 
requested. 
We ask that a teacher is always present throughout 
the activities, to support learner engagement and 
manage behaviour. 

Set up:
Robot Programming - Large classroom or hall - 
furniture moved to sides with power, projector and 
screen.
Tower Tournament - Classroom with projector and 
screen.
Practical Physics - Large hall space with high 
ceiling (at least 3m) with power.
Code breaking - Classroom with projector and 
screen.
Molecules to Medicine - Classroom with projector 
and screen.

Timetable example for full year group with  
5 education communicators:

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/engineering-our-future
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/destination-rail
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/green-drive


Engineering Our Future Day
Supports Career Related Learning

This day sees learners rotate through a 
series of sessions, immersing themselves 
in the life and skills of an engineer and 
in the potential careers and companies 
in which they could work. The whole 
day learning experience consists of five 
workshops that will show the broad range 
of career opportunities in engineering 
growth sectors.

These engineering-based workshops are 
led by our experienced team of education 
communicators. Where possible we will 
also invite an engineering ambassador to 
join the day.

These engaging workshops motivate 
learners to take part in interactive 
activities:

Half-Day 
• Developing learners’ ability to learn 

new technology quickly and work as a 
team as they compete in a VEX robot 
challenge (iEngineer).

• Working in pairs to bust myths linked 
to engineering as they take part in this 
competitive quiz (Engineering Factor).

• In teams working through a series 
of practical challenges, using their 
knowledge from school subjects to 
uncover more about the careers in 
engineering (Career Hunt).

Full-Day (including 2 additional workshops)
• Using their creativity and innovation 

students consider a real world problem 
as they design a product of the future 
(The Drawing board)

• Putting their problem solving and 
teamwork as they work to build the 
tallest hurricane proof tower with a 
limited budget to buy recycled materials. 
(Structural Engineer)

Aim: 
By the end of these activities’ students will
• Understand how their skills and learning 

in school (particularly STEM) relates to 
real world careers and challenges. 

• Develop teamwork, problem solving, 
speaking, listening creativity, and aiming 
high skills. 

• Recognise that engineering careers are 
for everyone and exist in their local area.

Scan the QR code to learn about 
the impact this workshop has  

had on previous students...

Or click here

KS3 Full-Day
5 Workshops

Approx.

learners
180

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuoFBKV59zQ


Engineering Our Future
Content Overview
Sessions Available

iEngineer (Robots Challenge)
• Short introduction to robots and how they are 

used in different industries including medicine, 
manufacturing, and scientific research (e.g. mars 
rover).

• The class is split into two teams and the robot 
rumble activity instructions are explained. 

• Each team member has around 1-2minutes to 
quickly become familiar with the VEX robot and 
score points for their team.

• The game rules change throughout the session, 
challenging the team to adapt.

• A discussion at the end around learners’ ability 
to pick up a new technology and the pressure 
involved in taking part in the challenge.   

*Please note, this can be switched for our robotics
programming activity, on request, which runs slightly
differently.  

Engineering Factor (Quiz)
• Introduction to the session and how to use the 

Qwizdom handsets in pairs. 
• Progress through a series of questions around 

engineering and engineering careers. 
• Teams score points based on their correct 

questions and how quickly they answer. 

Career Hunt (Team Challenge)
• Introduction to the session and the challenge 

instructions. 
• In teams (4-5) students work through challenges 

spread around the room to find the answers to a 
quiz sheet. 

• The team with the most points at the end of the 
time wins. 

• The session concludes with the staff member 
announcing the winner and running through the 
engineering myths and facts uncovered during the 
challenges. 

The Drawing Board (Design challenge)
• Introduction to what we mean by innovation. 
• Discussion around the engineering design process 

and innovation and how to come up with ideas. 
• Working in team (2 or 3) learners use their 

creativity to design an innovative product that 
tackles real world problems. 

• Teams present their ideas back to the class. 

Structural Engineering (Building challenge)
• Short introduction to structural engineering and 

engineering careers. 
• Work as part of a team (4-6) to design and build the 

tallest tower out of recycled materials. 
• Buy their materials from a set budget and adapt to 

changing supply.
• Test their designs with a large fan (hurricane 

generator). 
• The session concludes with a reflective class 

discussion on tower performance and consideration 
of the science behind this. 

What are the benefits?
Gatsby benchmarks:
• Learning from career and labour market information 

(2).
• Linking curriculum learning to careers (4).
• Encounters with employers (5) – we can facilitate a 

career ambassador joining the day.

Which part of the Curriculum does it enrich and how?
• Computing: Can evaluate and apply information 

technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, 
analytically to solve problems.

• Mathematics: Select appropriate concepts, methods 
and techniques to apply to unfamiliar and non-routine 
problems.

• Design and Technology: Develop specifications to 
inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing 
products that respond to needs in a variety of 
situations.

• Design and Technology: Test, evaluate and refine their 
ideas and products against a specification, taking 
into account the views of intended users and other 
interested groups.

• Design and Technology: Understand developments 
in design and technology, its impact on individuals, 
society and the environment, and the responsibilities 
of designers, engineers and technologists.

Scan the QR code to learn about 
the impact this workshop has  

had on previous students...

Or click here

KS3 Full-Day
5 Workshops

Approx.

learners
180

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuoFBKV59zQ


Engineering Our Future Day
Supports Career Related Learning
Year 7-9 KS3

WORKSHOP 
DELIVERY DETAILS

Logistics and Planning:
All sessions are designed for around 30 learners. 
Some activities can be run with larger groups if 
requested. 

We ask that a teacher is always present throughout 
the activities, to support learner engagement and 
manage behaviour. 

Set Up Requirements:

Full-Day Drop-Down Timetable Example:

Half-Day Drop-Down Timetable Example:

We can also use out links with engineering STEM 
ambassadors to reach out to local ambassadors to 
support the day.

For further learning this activity goes well with:
• STEM Day
• Green Drive Workshop

Session Space IT and Power

iEngineer

Large classroom 
or hall, all 
furniture moved 
to sides

Power, projector 
and screen

Career Hunt Classroom
Projector and 
screen

Engineering 
Factor

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

Structural 
Engineer

Classroom, 
group tables

Projector and 
screen

The Drawing 
Board

Classroom, 
group tables

Projector and 
screen

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5

Group 
1

iEngineer Career Hunt Engineering 
Factor

Structural 
Engineering

The 
Drawing 
Board

Group 
2

The 
Drawing 
Board

iEngineer Career Hunt Engineering 
Factor

Structural 
Engineering

Group 
3

Structural 
Engineering

The 
Drawing 
Board

iEngineer Career Hunt Engineering 
Factor

Group 
4

Engineering 
Factor

Structural 
Engineering

The 
Drawing 
Board

iEngineer Career Hunt

Group 
5

Career Hunt Engineering 
Factor

Structural 
Engineering

The 
Drawing 
Board

iEngineer

AM Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 PM 4 5 6

Group 
1

iE CH EF
Group 

4
iE CH EF

Group 
2

EF iE CH
Group 

5
EF iE CH

Group 
3

CH EF iE
Group 

6
CH EF iE

Click here

Watch the video below to see how we’ve been 
bringing learning to life for students:

iEngineer
The Drawing Board 
Structural Engineering

Engineering Factor
Career Hunt 

Activity Colour Key

Sessions repeat 
in afternoon 
with 3 new 

groups.

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/stem-day-rotation
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/environmental-workshops/green-drive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UowOI3p7DI


Enterprise Day
Support your learners’ careers related learning  
with this carousel of curriculum linked  
enterprise activities

Featuring Target Setting activity
next page for details>>>

Throughout the day learners will rotate around 
5 different workshops relating to enterprise and 
business management, led by our team of education 
communicators. The 5 workshops are designed to work 
with this age group and is particularly popular with year 
10 students.

These engaging workshops get learners to take part in 
interactive activities. They include:
 
• An interactive game that develops knowledge of 

finance and investment (Money Maker).
• A creative challenge that focuses on advertising and 

marketing a new product (Sales and Marketing).
• A session focussed on the skills needed to plan a 

business including prioritisation and self-analysis 
(Business Planning).

• Through a series of sports challenges learners 
discover the importance of SMART targets in 
business (Target Setting).

• Learners compete in teams in this interactive quiz 
that links to all other sessions in the day as well 
as touching on different areas of the Business 
Studies GCSE curriculum (Who wants to be an 
entrepreneur?).

Aim
By the end of these activities students will:
• Understand how their skills and learning in school 

relates to real world careers and challenges. 
• Develop teamwork, problem solving, speaking, 

listening, creativity, and aiming high skills. 
• Recognise that enterprise and business careers 

and skills are for everyone.  

Content
Money Maker
• Short introduction to what finance is, and how 

investments work.
• Students then participate in teams to invest in 

opportunities of differing risk levels in a practical 
activity.

• Focus is made on finance related definitions before 
a discussion around careers relating to business 
finance. 

Sales and Marketing
• An introduction to marketing and advertisement. 
• Discussion around the 4 P’s of marketing and 

analysis of a variety of adverts.
• In teams learners are challenged to prepare an 

advertisement campaign for a novel drink product 
considering the 4 P’s of marketing.

• The adverts are presented to the class in a ‘Dragons 
Den’ style pitch. 

Business Planning
• Learners are introduced to the basics of business 

planning including the Business Model Canvas.
• Learners consider the Unique Selling Points of a 

variety of companies.
• Learners develop an understanding of SWOT 

analysis before completing one for themselves.
• Emphasis is made recognising the core transferable 

skills for success, applicable to the planning of 
anything from small-scale parties to million-pound 
business ventures.

• The session ends with a prioritisation challenge 
around planning for a school prom. 

KS
3 & 4

Full-Day
5 Workshops

Approx.

learners

150
learners



Enterprise Day

Target Setting
• Learners discuss the reasons behind setting a 

target before setting targets of their own for each 
of the different pieces of sports testing equipment, 
based on information given to them. 

• Learners then rotate through the activities and 
complete a worksheet to support them in analysing 
their own performance. 

 » Sprint through timing gates 
 » Ball kick in radar inflatable goal 
 » Reaction time on a batak board 
 » Look at the power they can generate by using 

a rowing machine
• Part way through the session learners are 

encouraged to ask for advice from their peers 
about how they could improve, this is linked to 
business mentorship.

• Session finishes with a review of what they have 
learnt, covering the targets they set, if they were 
successful and how SMART targets are a useful 
tool in business.

Who wants to be an entrepreneur?
• Introduction to the session and how to use the 

Qwizdom handsets in pairs. 
• Teams score points based on their correct 

questions and how quickly they answer. 
• The competitive and interactive quiz includes 

questions around finance, enterprise and careers.
• The quiz links to all sessions within the Enterprise 

Day as well as developing knowledge based on 
Business Studies curriculum links. 

• If time, the session also begins with a group 
exercise around net worth, where celebrities and 
business people are discussed and voted higher or 
lower by the class.

Gatsby benchmarks:
• Linking curriculum learning to careers (4)

Curriculum enrichment
Money Maker
• Develop as enterprising individuals with the ability 

to think commercially and creatively to demonstrate 
business acumen and draw on evidence to make 
informed business decisions and solve business 
problems.

• The purpose of the finance function, its role within 
business and how it influences business activity, 
including:
 » What different sources of business finance 

are available and their suitability for new and 
established businesses. 

 » The concept of revenue, costs, profit and loss, 
including break even and gross and net profit 
ratios. 

 » The importance of cash to a business, the 
difference between cash and profit, and  
cash-flow forecasting. 

 » The use of financial information in 
understanding business performance and 
making business decisions.

Sales and Marketing
• Know and understand business concepts, business 

terminology, business objectives, the integrated 
nature of business activity and the impact of 
business on individuals and wider society.

• The purpose of marketing, its role within business 
and how it influences business activity, including:
 » The marketing mix and the importance of each 

of the four elements – price, product, promotion 
and place – and how they work together. 

 » How the marketing mix is used to inform and 
implement business decisions.

Business Planning
• Develop as effective and independent students, 

and as critical and reflective thinkers with  
enquiring minds.

• The purpose of planning business activity, 
including the role and importance of a  
business plan.

Target Setting
• Develop as effective and independent students, 

and as critical and reflective thinkers with enquiring 
minds.

• Business aims and objectives, how and why they 
differ between businesses, and how and why they 
change as businesses evolve.

KS
3 & 4

Full-Day
5 Workshops

Approx.

150
learners



Session Space IT and Power

Money Maker
Large classroom 
or hall, all furniture 
moved to sides

Power, projector 
and screen

Sales and 
Marketing

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

Target 
Setting

Large hall space 
with a high ceiling 
(at least 3m)

Power

Who wants 
to be an 
entrepreneur

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

Business 
Planning

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

For further learning this activity goes well with:
• Destination Rail – Enterprise Station
• Employability Day 
• Engineering Our Future Day

Enterprise Day
KS

3 & 4
Full-Day

5 Workshops

Approx.

Set Up Requirements:

Period 
1

Period 
2

Period 
3

Period 
4

Period 
5

Money Maker Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

Sales and 
Marketing

Group 5 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Target Setting Group 4 Group 5 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Entrepreneur Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 1 Group 2

Business 
Planning

Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 1

Variations can be made to support a 6 period 
school day. 

One of our motivation workshops, such as ‘Skills for 
Success’ can be added to create a six period rotation 
of activities and then accommodate up to 180 learners. 

Who wants to be an entrepreneur?
• Know and understand business concepts, business 

terminology, business objectives, the integrated 
nature of business activity and the impact of 
business on individuals and wider society.

• What different sources of business finance 
are available and their suitability for new and 
established businesses. 

• The purpose of planning business activity,  
including the role and importance of a  
business plan.

• Business stakeholders, including owners, 
employees and customers; their different objectives, 
how they are affected by business activity and how 
they affect business.

• The concept of revenue, costs, profit and loss, 
including break even and gross and net profit ratios.

Logistics and Planning:
All sessions are designed for around 30 learners. Some 
activities can be run with larger groups if requested. 

We ask that a teacher is always present throughout the 
activities, to support learner engagement and manage 
behaviour.

Scan the QR code to see the
Target Setting equipment in action

Or click here

Timetable example:

150
learners

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/destination-rail
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/engineering-our-future
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJ3HMVEALbw


Engineering Our Future Day
Supports Career Related Learning

This day sees learners rotate through a 
series of sessions, immersing themselves 
in the life and skills of an engineer and 
in the potential careers and companies 
in which they could work. The whole 
day learning experience consists of five 
workshops that will show the broad range 
of career opportunities in engineering 
growth sectors.

These engineering-based workshops are 
led by our experienced team of education 
communicators. Where possible we will 
also invite an engineering ambassador to 
join the day.

These engaging workshops motivate 
learners to take part in interactive 
activities:

Half-Day 
• Developing learners’ ability to learn 

new technology quickly and work as a 
team as they compete in a VEX robot 
challenge (iEngineer).

• Working in pairs to bust myths linked 
to engineering as they take part in this 
competitive quiz (Engineering Factor).

• Putting their problem solving and 
teamwork to the test as they race 
against the clock to solve a logistics 
challenge. (Engineering Infrastructure) 

Full-Day (including 2 additional workshops)
• Using their creativity and innovation 

students consider a real world problem 
as they design a product of the future 
(The Drawing Board)

• Using research skills to identify new 
renewable solutions and present their 
findings (Solution Engineering)

Aim: 
By the end of these activities’ students will
• Understand how their skills and learning 

in school (particularly STEM) relates to 
real world careers and challenges. 

• Develop teamwork, problem solving, 
speaking, listening creativity, and aiming 
high skills. 

• Recognise that engineering careers are 
for everyone and exist in their local area.

Scan the QR code to learn about 
the impact this workshop has  

had on previous students...

Or click here

KS3 / 
KS4

Full-Day
5 Workshops

Approx.

learners
180

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuoFBKV59zQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuoFBKV59zQ


Engineering Our Future
Content Overview
Sessions Available

WORKSHOPS

iEngineer (Robots Challenge)
• Short introduction to robots and how they are 

used in different industries including medicine, 
manufacturing, and scientific research (e.g. mars 
rover).

• The class is split into two teams and the robot 
rumble activity instructions are explained. 

• Each team member has around 1-2minutes to 
quickly become familiar with the VEX robot and 
score points for their team.

• The game rules change throughout the session, 
challenging the team to adapt.

• A discussion at the end around learners’ ability 
to pick up a new technology and the pressure 
involved in taking part in the challenge.   

*Please note, this can be switched for our robotics
programming activity, on request, which runs slightly
differently.  

Engineering Factor (Quiz)
• Introduction to the session and how to use the 

Qwizdom handsets in pairs. 
• Progress through a series of questions around 

engineering and engineering careers. 
• Teams score points based on their correct 

questions and how quickly they answer. 

Solution Engineering
• Introduction to the role of asking questions and 

research in innovation and engineering. 
• In groups learners research either the ARES (3 

teams) or kinetic paving technology (3 teams), 
rotating around research stations to collect as 
much information as possible to sell the new 
technology. 

• Teams then present back what they have research 
about the technology to the class. 

The Drawing Board (Design challenge)
• Introduction to what we mean by innovation. 
• Discussion around the engineering design process 

and innovation and how to come up with ideas. 
• Working in team (2 or 3) learners use their 

creativity to design an innovative product that 
tackles real world problems. 

• Teams present their ideas back to the class. 

Engineering Infrastructure 
• Introduction to what is meant by logistics 
• In teams of three learners oversee a load of cargo 

and must determine the best method of transport 
from city A to B. 

• Teams are given three maths-based puzzles to 
determine the time taken and cost for their cargo to 
be moved via air, train or road. 

• The session concludes with a discussion around 
which of the different methods of cargo would be 
better and the careers linked to logistics. 

What are the benefits?
Gatsby benchmarks:
• Learning from career and labour market information 

(2).
• Linking curriculum learning to careers (4).
• Encounters with employers (5) – we can facilitate a 

career ambassador joining the day.

Which part of the Curriculum does it enrich and how?
• Computing: Can evaluate and apply information 

technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, 
analytically to solve problems.

• Design and Technology: Understand developments 
in design and technology, its impact on individuals, 
society and the environment, and the responsibilities 
of designers, engineers and technologists.

• Design and Technology: Develop specifications to 
inform the design of innovative, functional, appealing 
products that respond to needs in a variety of 
situations.

• Design and Technology: Test, evaluate and refine their 
ideas and products against a specification, taking 
into account the views of intended users and other 
interested groups.

• Mathematics: use and derive simple equations and 
carry out appropriate calculations.

• Mathematics: Reason deductively in geometry, 
number and algebra, including using geometrical 
constructions.

Scan the QR code to learn about 
the impact this workshop has  

had on previous students...

Or click here

KS3 /
KS4

Full-Day
5 Workshops

Approx.

learners
180

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuoFBKV59zQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NuoFBKV59zQ


Engineering Our Future Day
Supports Career Related Learning
Year 8-11 KS3 & KS4

WORKSHOP 
DELIVERY DETAILS

Logistics and Planning:
All sessions are designed for around 30 learners. 
Some activities can be run with larger groups if 
requested. 

We ask that a teacher is always present throughout 
the activities, to support learner engagement and 
manage behaviour. 

Set Up Requirements:

Full-Day Drop-Down Timetable Example:

Half-Day Drop-Down Timetable Example:

We can also use out links with engineering STEM 
ambassadors to reach out to local ambassadors to 
support the day.

For further learning this activity goes well with:
• STEM day
• Enterprise Day

Session Space IT and Power

iEngineer

Large classroom 
or hall, all 
furniture moved 
to sides

Power, projector 
and screen

Engineering 
Factor

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

The Drawing 
Board

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

Solution 
Engineering

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

Engineering 
Infrastructure

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 4 Period 5

Group 
1

iEngineer Engineering 
Infrastructure

Engineering 
Factor

Solution 
Engineering

The 
Drawing 
Board

Group 
2

The 
Drawing 
Board

iEngineer Engineering 
Infrastructure

Engineering 
Factor

Solution 
Engineering

Group 
3

Solution 
Engineering

The 
Drawing 
Board

iEngineer Engineering 
Infrastructure

Engineering 
Factor

Group 
4

Engineering 
Factor

Solution 
Engineering

The 
Drawing 
Board

iEngineer Engineering 
Infrastructure

Group 
5

Engineering 
Infrastructure

Engineering 
Factor

Solution 
Engineering

The 
Drawing 
Board

iEngineer

AM Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 PM 4 5 6

Group 
1

iE EI EF
Group 

4
iE CH EF

Group 
2

EF iE EI
Group 

5
EF iE CH

Group 
3

EI EF iE
Group 

6
CH EF iE

Click here

Watch the video below to see how we’ve been 
bringing learning to life for students:

iEngineer
The Drawing Board 
Solution Engineering

Engineering Factor
Engineering Infrastructure 

Activity Colour Key

Sessions repeat 
in afternoon 
with 3 new 

groups.

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/stem-day-rotation
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/enterprise-day
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UowOI3p7DI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UowOI3p7DI


Our Women in STEAM Day is perfect for running 
targeted events within your school to inspire girls to 
consider the opportunities available to them within 
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths. 
It is aimed at keystage 3, 4 and 5 and is particularly 
popular with year 9 students.

Activity
This day is designed to be a targeted engagement for 
a group of girls but can also be run as a carousel for a 
larger cohort. 

The day begins with a quiz-based session to raise 
awareness around the history of women in STEAM and 
the opportunities in the present day. 

Learners then take part in 2 or 3 STEAM workshops 
from our collection. 

The day concludes with an opportunity to meet women 
in STEAM and find out more about their careers. 

Aim
Raise awareness and aspirations around the 
opportunities for women in STEAM careers.

Benefits
• Gatsby – encounters with employees, linking 

curriculum learning to careers.
• Raising aspirations.

The students will take part in:

STEMinist Quiz 
One of our trained communicators will run this highly 
interactive quiz. Participants are encouraged to 
question their understanding of STEAM and discover 
more about several different women in STEAM and 
their careers. The quiz can be tailored to specific 
requirements, such as curriculum areas or world events 
e.g. international women’s day. 

STEAM workshops x2-3 – refer to our list of STEAM 
workshops.

Ambassador session options:
Careers curiosity showcase or Myth buster: Fact or 
Fiction

Our trained education communicators will host this panel 
workshops with 3-6 female STEAM ambassadors.

Careers curiosity - The ambassadors will carousel 
around groups of students, giving students the 
opportunity to find about more about them to ultimately 
make a guess at their career. The session concludes 
with the ambassadors revealing their job and more  
about what they do with a prize for the team that got  
the closest.

Myth buster – the ambassadors will each present some 
facts about their jobs. Learners must identify which are 
fact, and which are fiction, before an open Q+A session.

Approx.

learners
30-60

KS 
3, 4, 5

Full Day

WOMEN
IN

STEAM

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/stemworkshops
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/stemworkshops


Visit our website for further workshop options
www.learnbydesign.co.uk/stemworkshops

Logistics and Planning

Two classes of 30 - option 1

Two classes of 30 - option 2

Our team include several women that have worked in areas such as animal 
sciences, neuroscience, and environmental research.

One class of 30 Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4

Group 1 STEMinist QUIZ
STEAM Workshops 
eg Robot 
programming

STEAM Workshops 
eg Biology of 
Brains

Ambassador 
Session

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4

Group 1

STEMinist QUIZ

STEAM Workshops 
eg Robot 
programming

STEAM Workshops 
eg Biology of 
Brains Ambassador 

Session

Group 2
STEAM Workshops 
eg Biology of 
Brains

STEAM Workshops 
eg Robot 
programming

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5

Group 1

STEAM 
Workshops 
eg Robot 
programming

STEAM 
Workshops eg 
Biology of Brains STEMinist QUIZ 

or Ambassador 
Session

Group 2

STEAM 
Workshops 
eg Robot 
programming

STEAM 
Workshops eg 
Biology of Brains

KS 
3, 4, 5

Full Day

WOMEN
IN

STEAM

Watch the video with Louise who specialised 
in Biology and Maths. This video features the 
Optics and the Robotics sessions delivered to 
keystage 2 learners.

Approx.

learners
30-60

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/stemworkshops
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2uDMwCgJH8


Destination Rail:  
Stations to Success
Supports Career Related 
Learning

Destination Rail is a career related learning day that 
is specifically designed to enthuse young people 
into future careers in the rail industry. This workshop 
is designed for keystage 3 and 4 and is particularly 
popular with year 9 learners.

Throughout the day learners will rotate around 3 or 
4 different interactive workshops, led by our team of 
education communicators. These workshops include 
three single lesson workshops (45-60 minutes each) 
and one extended enterprise challenge activity (2-3hrs).  

The sessions include:
• Thinking about the different routes into a career in 

rail and understanding the local significance of the 
rail industry in past and future innovation through 
a competitive quiz using Qwizdom® handsets 
(Careers Station).

• Recognising and developing transferable skills, 
including communication skills through a hands-on 
game using VEX® robots. (Skills Station).

• Working in teams to design a new app for the  
rail industry (Innovation Station).

• Plan, cost and present a blueprint for a new  
station (Enterprise Station).

Aim: 

By the end of this activity students will:
• Understand the range of careers within the rail 

industry and the different routes available.
• Take part in hands-on challenges to develop 

transferable skills.
• Use innovation and creativity to be practical 

problem solvers and present their own designs.
• Develop essential skills of teamwork, creativity, 

problem solving, aiming high and speaking. 
• Where possible they will also meet an employer 

ambassador.

Content: 

Careers Station (45-60 minutes)
1. Introduction to the rail industry in Britain and the 

world, including history and recent innovations. 
2. Learners then identify which jobs they believe 

are linked to the rail industry before a discussion 
around these and a short video highlighting the 
different careers. 

3. Learners then take part in an interactive quiz 
using Qwizdom® handsets where they test their 
knowledge of the rail industry and its careers and 
pathways. 

Skills Station (45-60 minutes)
1. The session begins with a discussion around 

transferable and non-transferable skills.
2. The learners are then challenged to a simple 

communication challenge to highlight the different 
ways we communicate. 

3. Learners are then split into teams where they 
compete to score the most points in a robot 
challenge. Team members take on the roles of 
driver (blindfolded), controller and interferes. 
This activity highlights the importance of clear 
communication and why this is important both in 
railways and in real life. 

Innovation Station (45-60 minutes)
1. Introduction to innovation within the rail industry 

and what we mean by innovation. 
2. Learners then work in teams to design a new  

app for different users and professionals in the  
rail sector. 

3. The session concludes with teams presenting  
their ideas back to the class. 

KS 
3 or 4

Full Day
learners

90-180

destination #DestinationRail

destination



Logistics and planning:
The sessions are designed to support classes rotating 
through the activities. Each session is designed for 
around 30 learners, with the Enterprise Station session 
designed for up to 60 learners. 

Station to Success days usually target 90-180 
learners in total. 

We ask that a teacher is always present throughout the 
activities, to support learner engagement and manage 
behaviour. 

Set up requirements:

Destination Rail: Stations to Success
Helps link learning to careers  
and the real world.

Enterprise Station (2-3hrs)
1. The session begins with a quick game of career 

articulate where learners must describe as many 
rail jobs as possible. 

2. The first section of the workshop focuses on 
finance. 

a. Learners take part in a higher or lower 
challenge around different costs within the 
rail industry. 
b. This is followed by a short quiz, highlighting 
key terms of budget, expenditure and income. 

3. The second section of the workshop focuses on 
presentation skills. 

a. Learners take part in a do and don’t activity 
around presentation skills to give them tips 
for later in the workshop. 
b. They then work in a team to recognise 
what good presentations look like and to 
identify their own teams’ strengths. 

4. The longest section of the workshop is then the 
over station design. Teams are set a budget and 
must decide what features their station will have, 
whilst designing the station blueprint on grided 
paper. If time, some teams may also create a 
station render (drawing to visualise the station).

5. The session concludes with the team presenting 
their stations, design considerations and costs. 

Curriculum Links: 

• English: giving short speeches and presentations, 
expressing their own ideas and keeping to the 
point.

• Design and Technology: 
 - Develop specifications to inform the design of 

innovative, functional, appealing products that 
respond to needs in a variety of situations.

 - Understand developments in design and 
technology, its impact on individuals, society 
and the environment, and the responsibilities  
of designers, engineers and technologists.

• Citizenship: 
 - The functions and uses of money, the 

importance and practice of budgeting, and 
managing risk.

 - Income and expenditure, credit and debt, 
insurance, savings and pensions, financial 
products and services, and how public money 
is raised and spent. 

Gatsby Benchmarks: 

• Learning from career and labour market information 
(2).

• Linking curriculum learning to careers (4).
• Encounters with employers (5) – we can facilitate a 

career ambassador joining the day. 

For further learning this activity goes well with:
• STEM Day
• Green Drive workshop

www.learnbydesign.co.uk/ 
destination-rail

Session Space IT and Power

Skills Station
Large classroom 
or hall - furniture 
moved to sides

Power, projector 
and screen

Career Station Classroom
Projector and 
screen

Innovation 
Station

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

Enterprise 
Station

Classroom
Projector and 
screen

destination

https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/stem-day-rotation
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/green-drive
https://www.learnbydesign.co.uk/destination-rail
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